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Two primary strengths highlight this new edition: superior graphic design with entry words in large

boldface and the inclusion of over 50,000 new words. A major effort has been made to address

current usage with the inclusion of recent scientific, social, and political definitions, e.g., mouse as a

computer device and contra as a counterrevolutionary. The over 315,000 entries include names,

book titles, and places; 12 supplements include four 30,000-word bilingual dictionaries and an atlas.

This is not a replacement for Webster's Third New International Dictionary , which is much less

encyclopedic and contains over 450,000 entries. Nor should it be the only unabridged dictionary

available. But it is a fine addition to reference collections. Stephen H. Cape, Indiana Univ. Lib.,

BloomingtonCopyright 1987 Reed Business Information, Inc.

We had bought the "first edition" of this volume in 1967 and after so many years of use the cover

started breaking away and the book was looking very shabby so decided to do a google search and

was delighted to find this Second Edition available. This book is much more than just a "dictionary",

it is almost an education in one volume. Will not go on and on about all that is covered in this

wonderful volume because there may not be another out there for sale. I am just thrilled that I found

one!



A very high quality, large and comprehensive dictionary. There's never been a word I couldn't find in

it, and I like that the type is clear and easy to read, not super tiny. It's been an invaluable resource

to me for writing.

I got this dirt cheap - leave it out on a shelf or the coffee table and just peruse from time to time. It's

amazing the things you'll learn like, gee, there are more than 35 definitions of the word 'box' many

of them with 2-3 subdefinitions themselves. Who knew 'to box' meant to pour paint from one

container to another in order to mix it evenly?

We received our original dictionary with a stand from my husband's mom with a stand when we

were first married and had it opened in our family room - it was used lots by us and our children! I

wanted to replace it - it was quite worm - and was fortunate to find it on line. We now have it opened

in our living room. The kids have asked for one for their families abd we are happy to oblige.

My go to dictionary - easier to manage than my OED set (two volume, so something like 16 pages

per page, and also have to break out the magnifier that came with it).

Expanded edition.The real deal. Love it. Humongeous!!

May sound odd,but I collect dictionaries.Among my litany I have the webster's new international,the

third new international,the american heritage,oxford and this one.Being a college student I get alot

of use out of these gems and the random house ranks third(after the webster's and oxford)amongst

the ones I use the most.

It is difficult to find a really good printed dictionary today. This is one of the few I would recommend.
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